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INTRODUCTION

Merrillite, which has also been referred to in previous litera-
ture as �whitlockite,� is an important accessory mineral in lunar 
rocks and in meteorites. Studies of this accessory phase have 
provided insights into the petrogenesis of extraterrestrial rocks 
(e.g., in meteorites: Delaney et al. 1984; Reed and Smith 1985; 
Davis and Olsen 1991; and in lunar rocks: Fuchs 1971; GrifÞ n 
et al. 1972; James et al. 1987; Lindstrom et al. 1985; Jolliff et al. 
1993; Chambers et al. 1995, and many others). It is one of the two 
most common phosphates in extraterrestrial rocks, the other being 
apatite. Other phosphates including farringtonite (Mg,Fe)3(PO4)2 
(Dowty et al. 1974), and monazite (Ce,La,Nd,Th)PO4 (Lovering 
et al. 1974; Jolliff 1993) have been reported in lunar rocks, but 
these are rare. A wide variety of phosphates have been found 
in meteorites (see Rubin 1997), and merrillite is found in most 
meteorite groups. Apatite and merrillite are the two principal 
phosphates found in martian meteorites (e.g., McSween 1994; 
McSween and Treiman 1998; Greenwood et al. 2003). 

Early work on lunar samples suggested that �lunar whitlock-
ite� is similar in structure to meteoritic merrillite (Gay et al. 

1970; Fuchs 1971); however, the lunar material was generally 
too Þ ne-grained to yield a deÞ nitive structural reÞ nement. X-
ray structural reÞ nements of meteoritic material showed their 
structures to be similar, but not identical, to that of terrestrial 
whitlockite (Calvo and Gopal 1975; Prewitt and Rothbard 1975; 
Dowty 1977). Dowty, who reÞ ned the structure of whitlockite 
from the Angra Dos Reis meteorite, recommended the use of 
merrillite for the extraterrestrial variety on the basis that the 
lack of H led to a fundamental structural difference between the 
extraterrestrial and terrestrial varieties, but that recommendation 
was not accepted by the IMA at that time. In a companion paper 
in this issue, Hughes et al. (2006) present the Þ rst X-ray structural 
reÞ nement of a lunar grain and we recommend, along the same 
lines of argument as Dowty, the use of merrillite because of 
signiÞ cant and systematic structural and chemical compositional 
differences from terrestrial whitlockite. Hereafter, we refer to the 
extraterrestrial (and synthetic), H-free material as merrillite. In 
this paper, we discuss the crystal chemistry and compositional 
variations among different samples of lunar merrillite and com-
pare them to merrillite found in martian rocks (meteorites) and 
some other meteorites. 
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ABSTRACT

Merrillite, also known as �whitlockite,� is one of the main phosphate minerals, along with apatite, 
that occur in lunar rocks, martian meteorites, and in many other groups of meteorites. SigniÞ cant 
structural differences between terrestrial whitlockite and lunar (and meteoritic) varieties warrant the 
use of �merrillite� for the H-free extraterrestrial material, and the systematic enrichment of REE in 
lunar merrillite warrants the use of �RE-merrillite.� Laser Raman spectroscopy of extraterrestrial 
merrillite and terrestrial whitlockite conÞ rms the absence of H in the former and presence of H in 
the latter. Lunar merrillite, ideally (Mg, Fe2+, Mn2+)2[Ca18�x (Y,REE)x](Na2�x)(P,Si)14O56, contains high 
concentrations of Y+REE, reaching just over 3 atoms per 56 O atoms, or up to ~18 wt% as (Y,RE)2O3. 
In the absence of extensive Si↔P substitution, the �availability� of the Na site limits Y+REE substitu-
tion to ~2 atoms per 56 O atoms. Higher concentrations of Y+REE, with coupled substitution of Si 
for P to balance charge are possible, but rare in lunar material. Intrinsically low Na concentrations 
in lunar rocks, combined with the typical formation of merrillite in late-stage basaltic mesostasis or 
residual, intercumulus melt pockets, produce these high REE concentrations. Lunar merrillite typically 
contains 0.1�0.4 Na atoms per 56 O atoms. For comparison, martian merrillite contains signiÞ cantly 
higher Na concentrations (up to 1.7 Na atoms per 56 O atoms) and much lower REE concentrations. 
Meteoritic merrillite has relatively low REE contents, but exists in both Ca-rich and Na-rich variet-
ies. Concentrations of Fe and Mg in all varieties sum to near 2 atoms per 56 O atoms. Merrillite in 
lunar crustal lithologies typically has Mg >> Fe; however, Fe-rich mare basalts contain up to 1.8 Fe2+ 
per 56 O. The structure of merrillite accommodates a variety of substitutions, and the compositional 
characteristics reß ect conditions and processes speciÞ c to the parent planet.
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